Evolving Library Concepts

A library is not only a place for silent interaction with text. It can also be a space for dynamic interaction with thought.

- Place for research
- Space for inquiry
- Place for books
- Space for ideas
- Place of isolation
- Space for collaboration
- Place for few
- Space for all
- Place to carry imagination out
- Space to carry imagination in
- Place for static text
- Space for dynamic text
- Place for checking out
- Space for hanging out
- Place to educate
- Space to engage
- Place for information
- Space for innovation
- Students answer questions
- Students ask questions
- Students borrow books
- Students lend ideas
- Students listen to stories
- Students tell their stories
- Students memorize content
- Students create concepts
- Students look for authors
- Students become authors
- Language of instruction
- Language of inclusion
- Silent place
- Social space
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